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JUST SAY NO
Fiction, Documentary, and the In-Between in 

Pablo Larraín’s No (2012)

by Spencer Roth-Rose

The 1988 Chilean plebiscite was a watershed moment in 
the country’s modern history. After 15 years of military dictatorship 
under General Augusto Pinochet, the regime finally yielded to 
mounting international pressure and held a referendum, offering the 
citizenry a simple choice: vote “Yes” to democratically elect Pinochet 
to another eight years in power, or vote “No” to oust Pinochet and 
hold open elections within the next year. In an outcome that shocked 
Pinochet and his forces, the people of Chile voted him out with over 
54% of the vote, representing a major opening towards reestablishing 
democracy in the country.1 Pablo Larrain’s 2012 historical drama film 
No immortalizes the opposition party’s innovative use of a television 
campaign to propel their victory. No lauds the opposition campaign 
as the first in the country to use modern, hyper-capitalist advertising 
techniques to sell a political ideal, and fabricates a protagonist to serve 
as the guiding ideological force behind it. It is that type of fabrication, 
and further simplification of the complex political narrative, that 
permeates the film. Larraín did not intend for his film to be read 
as an unbiased, historical account; he specifically shot his footage 
to aesthetically match old, archival footage of the campaign. His 
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subsequent combining of the two can be read as an attempt to blur 
the line between history and fiction. By positioning his film in a sort 
of middle ground between what is true and what is fictitious, Larraín 
places the burden of determining the truth onto the viewer. This is 
dangerous, even irresponsible, for the director of a historical film. 
Though he openly acknowledges that the film’s content is fictionalized 
to a degree, he appears to be less cognizant of how the choice to 
aesthetically match actual archival footage gives his film the power to 
shape the viewer’s idea of the past and essentially replace historical fact 
with fiction.

It is first important to understand the sociopolitical conditions 
from which the “No” television campaign sprung. The Pinochet regime 
had, for years prior to the campaign, suppressed opposing views on 
the four major Chilean television networks. The plebiscite, considered 
by most Chileans to be a foregone conclusion in Pinochet’s favor, 
was only enacted to appease increasing international pressure on the 
dictatorship and to show some semblance of democracy, according 
to María Eugenia Hirmas. To display the transparency of the election 
to the international community, Pinochet decided to award each 
side an equal partition of national television advertisement time.2 
This was a monumental development. Television (and, to an extent, 
all mass media) had been largely closed off to anyone who opposed 
the Pinochet regime. Though Eugenio Tironi and Guillermo Sunkel 
note the rise of some alternative media such as opposition dailies and 
various radio stations during the 1980s, they also acknowledge that, 
when Pinochet rose to power in 1973, he ensured that the “mechanisms 
designed to safeguard the autonomy, independence, and pluralism of 
media…were suppressed almost instantly.”3 Thus, when the regime 
offered to give the opposition campaign 15 uninterrupted minutes of 
nightly coverage, known as a franja (to be followed by 15 minutes of 
their own), the opposition quickly scrambled to assemble the most 
persuasive team of communicators in the country.  

The team consisted of advertising executives, political 
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scientists, reporters, and other members of the media, and it operated 
independently from any political party. Its members knew the impact 
that their television campaign could have on the country. Chilean 
television ownership had increased tenfold from 1970 to 1983, 
according to Tironi and Sunkel, with over 95% of Chilean households 
owning a TV by the mid-1980s. Despite the general feeling of pessimism 
among the electorate that a “No” victory would be dismissed by the 
regime, Manuel Antonio Garretón notes that, “the opposition realized 
that the plebiscite represented an opportunity for precipitating the 
transition process, independent of the outcome.”4 That is, simply 
having a televised soapbox would give exposure to the opposition’s 
cause and lend them legitimacy as a political movement in the eyes 
of disillusioned Chileans across the country. Although they had been 
silenced for 15 years, if people knew they could tune in every night 
to block of time set aside for dissenting views, the country’s political 
climate could have the opportunity to radicalize. This sense of purpose, 
of optimistic fatalism, lent the campaign a willingness to go bold. They 
eschewed traditional, ideology-heavy ads and instead focused on the 
concept of alegría—joy or happiness. The “No” campaign adopted a 
logo of a rainbow and positioned Chileans as people “with the right 
to be happy.” 5 In the process, it utilized modern television advertising 
techniques such as satire and appealing aesthetics in lieu of didactic 
and dour depictions of the abuses suffered by the Chilean people at the 
hands of Pinochet. It worked, and to the regime’s shock, No garnered 
over 54% of the 6 million votes on October 5, 1988. Pinochet agreed 
to follow the constitutional rules of the plebiscite and cede the 
powers of a dictator, and open elections were set for December of the 
following year.6

The film No focuses on the marketing aspect of the “No” 
campaign and takes many creative liberties with the historical events. 
The film, based on the unpublished play El plebiscito by Antonio 
Skármeta, centers on a fictional character named René Saavedra 
(Gael García Bernal), an innovative advertising specialist. The film 
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gives him the credit for changing the tone of the campaign’s franjas; 
he sees the downbeat material the opposition already has and 
convinces them to dramatically revamp. Saavedra requests a “jingle” 
for the campaign and specifies that it should not be a rock or pop 
song, but instead a jingle like those used in advertisements. The result 
is essentially politics framed as a Coca-Cola commercial. Saavedra 
stages elaborate shots with idyllic scenes: tall, happy, beautiful people; 
mimes; baskets of baguettes (despite warnings that no one in Chile 
actually eats baguettes); and cameos from Hollywood stars. One 
particularly humorous spot shows a man and a woman in bed, with 
the ingratiating husband imploring his wife “Yes…yes…yes,” only to 
be met with her increasingly forceful “No…no…no,” until he turns 
to the camera and hollers “NO!” This draws upon Hirmas’ belief that 
a “feeling of security” had to be fostered amongst Chileans, many of 
whom suspected that voting against Pinochet was dangerous.7 Thus, 
the decision to use humor and satire to poke holes in Pinochet’s 
impenetrable façade also gave Chileans a sense of solidarity and ease 
with their decision; that is, the dictator was all-powerful no longer. 
Though the film distills the device by which the campaign came up 
with this approach into the convenient fabrication of one man and his 
vision, the end result is the same. In fact, Larraín used footage from 
many of the original advertisements in his film; when Saavedra and 
the campaign are watching the franjas on their office TVs, they and the 
viewer all watch the original footage itself.  

However, the film created controversy in Chile due to its 
liberal approach to the facts of the campaign. In 2013, Larry Rohter of 
the New York Times delved into this polemic by speaking with a number 
of staffers from the “No” campaign, and he determined that many 
believe the film simplifies the narrative. No campaign director Genaro 
Arriagada believes the film to be a “gross oversimplification that has 
nothing to do with reality.”8 Former Chilean cabinet minister Fernando 
Vidal argues that “to believe that Pinochet lost the plebiscite because 
of a TV logo and jingle is not to grasp anything of what occurred.”9 
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Even Skármeta, the author of the original play, admits that the film 
“truly lack[s] what took place under the iceberg.”10 These three Chilean 
figures and more spoke out against the film, ultimately dismissing it as 
too fictionalized to be taken seriously. 

No presents a very simple narrative: a Don Draper-esque 
advertising savant swoops in and turns the paradigm of political 
advertising on its head. But, aside from the fact that Saavedra never 
actually existed, the film breaks from reality in several other ways. 
The film shows members of the campaign coming up with the “NO 
+” symbol as one of their main logos, but in reality that motif had 
previously been used in graffiti around the capital of Santiago by 
members of the anti-Pinochet artist collective Colectivo Acciones 
de Arte.11 In addition, the film spends a significant amount of time 
and drama on the regime’s harassment of the opposition staffers, who 
are shown being followed home from the studio and made subject 
to threatening vandalism. In reality, this only happened in a “few 
isolated instances,” and the staffers did not think twice about openly 
identifying with the campaign.12 Furthermore, as John Panzer and 
Ricardo Paredes wrote in 1991, economic issues in Chile were crucial 
in swaying the 1988 plebiscite, and they were of particular importance 
to those who voted “No.”13 And Rohter points out the fact that nearly all 
of the scholarship on the plebiscite credits the opposition’s grassroots 
campaigns to register 7.5 million Chileans to vote as “pivotal to their 
success at the polls, ” though Larraín never addresses this movement.14 
On the whole, the film makes no effort to dive deeper into the 
underlying factors that led to the victory other than some superficial 
ads. It alludes to people’s suffering under Pinochet, but always through 
the lens of the ads, and always through the lens of Saavedra telling his 
collaborators that dwelling on sadness doesn’t “sell.” Maybe the same 
could be said of Larraín. 

Larraín also makes some bold choices in his film, choices 
that make for a pleasant and unique viewing experience but threaten 
to undermine its historicity. The first is the creation of the Saavedra 
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character (or perpetuation, if Skármeta’s original play is to be taken 
into account). In Robert Rosenstone’s 1995 book Visions of the Past, 
he argues that mainstream historical films often “put individuals 
in the forefront of the historical process.”15 This allows the risk of 
overshadowing larger, more complex sociopolitical problems in favor 
of more manageable, human dramas. By placing the fictional Saavedra 
in the center of the film, Larraín negates the work of an entire staff 
of people, instead giving credit to one person who the audience can 
easily support. Larraín can give Saavedra, who is an empty vessel, any 
ideas or traits that will advance the story he wishes to tell; he even 
changed characteristics from Skármeta’s vision of Saavedra to better 
suit his own narrative needs, turning the character from an idealistic 
middle-aged family man to a separated and cynical careerist, a kind 
of political mercenary. While this is convenient and tempting for a 
writer or director, it is dangerous for an audience seeking to learn 
about history through watching the film.16 Thus, in Rosenstone’s 
words, “the personal becomes a way of avoiding the often difficult 
or insoluble social problems pointed out by the film.”17 In No, the 
audience is forced to take that escape route in lieu of engaging with 
difficult material any further. 

Perhaps the most thought-provoking aspect of No is Larraín’s 
choice to film all his footage in the same format as the original 
archival footage, including the No ads themselves. The result is a 
film that features bleeding colors, soft lighting, and grainy resolution 
throughout its whole runtime. Far more immersive than simply 
keeping a close eye on period detail (which he does remarkably 
well), Larraín actively blurs the line between what is true footage, 
what actually happened, and what is fictionalized. He shot the film 
on rebuilt vintage Sony cameras, the same model that the original 
campaign directors used, and the result is a seamless blending of new 
and old, often in ways that confound the viewer.18 One can take clues 
(like the fact that all footage with García Bernal must be new since his 
character wasn’t real, or that all footage with Pinochet must be old 
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since Larraín did not recast him), but it is difficult at times to parse 
out the difference. In press appearances, Larraín claims to have only 
been interested in the aesthetic appeal of this approach. In 2013, he 
told Amber Wilkinson of “Eye For Film” that he sought to avoid jarring 
cuts from high-definition new footage to old, grainy archival footage, 
which “break [the] illusion” and take one out of the story.19 He spoke 
proudly of making “fiction become documentary and documentary 
become fiction.” Aesthetically, he achieves this. 

But if documentary is, by definition, a nonfiction representation 
of history, there is no such thing as making history become fiction and 
fiction become history. David Sipprelle writes that No “expresses itself 
as if it were a historical artifact,” and it is precisely here that Larraín 
does not grasp the full weight of the work he has undertaken.20 Though 
he is enamored with the aesthetic he has created by painstakingly 
recreating the past, he doesn’t simply recreate it. He adds to it and 
changes it, builds characters and fabricates events. Historical accuracy 
is not a priority, and he has admitted that, “the way things happen 
in the movie is not exactly the way they were, but the facts are the 
same.21” Simply making sure that no one outright lies in a historical 
film is a step towards accuracy, but Larraín implies that that is enough. 
The “way things happen” in a film is a truth in and of itself, a truth 
that can either be congruent with history or not. When a film takes 
place in the past, it performs work as a “construction” of history.22 
And when people watch this “construction,” whether they are told that 
it is true or not, it will begin to impact their own views of the past. 
Larraín appears so caught up in the look of the film that he neglects to 
acknowledge the ways in which the viewer will subconsciously use his 
film to dismiss historical truths—a dangerous proposition if Chilean 
society seeks to document and remember the history of its country 
accurately.  

That said, some critics have argued that Larraín’s aesthetic 
choices serve to further his argument in specific ways. In 2015, Fabrizio 
Cilento coined the term “fictionalized documentary” to describe No, 
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and claimed that this genre exempts the film from rigid adherence to 
historicity, gifting it with the ability to interpret history in a way that 
documentary or fiction alone would not:

Through [Larraín’s] dedication to creating a work that appeared 
as a documentary and gave the impression of the truth, he was 
in fact able to capture some of those elements that, while they 
did not appear as essential in the interpretation of the time, in 
retrospect continue to gain new significance.23

To illustrate, Cilento equates the film’s subplot about the invention 
of the microwave oven with the proliferation of shallow, American-
ized forms of communication that value quick comprehensions and 
accessible messages over deeper grasps of the material at hand (or, 
to continue the metaphor, more thorough heating of food). This is 
all part of his argument that No’s positioning as “fictionalized docu-
mentary” allows it to take a modern-day lens to the time period and 
invent devices that, given what we now know, lend more subtext to 
the film and the events depicted within. 

Alongside Cilento, another defender, Caetlin Benson-Allott, 
believes that the film’s relationship with truth lets the viewer peek 
inside the circumstances surrounding the campaign: “By matching 
his video medium to that of the original No campaign, Larraín 
emphasizes that both are constructions and suggests that there can 
be no unmediated access to the history of the No campaign, because 
the No itself was a media creation.”24 There can thus be no unfiltered 
access to the campaign since it was doomed to be biased from its very 
creation, and any attempt to accurately depict it would fail miserably. 
It would thus be best to acknowledge this fact up front, argues Benson-
Allott, and use “visual artifacts [that] contextualize Larraín’s story of 
media manipulation in a visible economy of media manipulation.”25 
As a result, the format of No creates an “illusion” that matches the 
conditions it conveys. 

Neither Benson-Allott nor Cilento, it seems, are particularly 
concerned with the fact that people may watch No and, consciously 
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or not, use it to color their own visions of the past. Steve J. Stern 
writes in his 2006 book Remembering Pinochet’s Chile that Chileans have 
long grappled with “memory struggles,”26 or how to best remember 
the horrors of the Pinochet regime.27  This has manifested itself in 
dialogues between “loose” (personal) memories and “emblematic” 
frameworks that give meaning to collective remembrance. Stern 
emphasizes the importance of collective memory and the structures 
that help people interpret a communal past. As a film about a “memory 
knot,” or a “specific event…[that] seems to stir up, collect, and 
concentrate memories…into public space or imagination,” No carries 
the responsibility of acting as a cultural touchstone for the Chilean 
people.28 It cannot simply be written off as a film that happens to take 
place in the past. 

Larraín is no stranger to this fact; No is the third entry in 
his trilogy about the Pinochet regime, after Tony Manero (2008) 
and Post-Mortem (2010). But this makes his lack of awareness of the 
significance of his work all the more concerning. He claims his film is 
not a “testament,” and he “really like[s]” the fact that the film cannot 
fit neatly into fiction or documentary.29 But any cultural work about 
a topic such as Pinochet holds special significance, especially in a 
country that struggles to integrate loose, individual memories and 
emblematic, collective memories into a coherent whole that marries 
lived experiences with larger master narratives. 

History is, by definition, the telling of truths. Art holds no 
such implication. The creation of the in-between, the “fictionalized 
documentary,” in No forges a gray area in which the viewer cannot be 
sure that he or she is witnessing the truth. The film’s style relishes its 
position in that gray area, playing with viewers’ expectations regarding 
the concepts of both history and art. But a film director cannot 
reinvent the past, nor can he expect viewers to pick out the differences 
between his film and the truth by themselves. Our representations of 
the past, over time, become the past. Though Larraín may be satisfied 
with his work aesthetically and thematically, he neglects to admit how 
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No’s blurring the line between fact and fiction actively ignores and 
silences lived historical truths to the detriment of future generations 
of Chileans.   

Edited by Brigitte Dale and Edward Kai Yan Tie
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